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Spring—Summer 2021 New Non-Fiction

In this catalogue you’ll find details of our new non-
fiction books, including Steiner-Waldorf education 
and books from our partner publishers. 
To place an order:
Please contact our distributor BookSource on 
orders@booksource.net. You can also find a trade 
order form on our website.

Download Trade Order Form

For more information:
You can find full details of all our books at 
FlorisBooks.co.uk. Clicking on a cover image in this 
catalogue will take you straight to the web page.
If you have any questions about our books, email us 
at floris@florisbooks.co.uk. 
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More books for Steiner-Waldorf teachers:

13 August 2021  |  £25.00  |  paperback  |  250 colour illustrations  |  229 x 210 mm  |  304pp  |  978-178250-714-7

Physical Education and 
Movement in Waldorf Schools

EDITED BY GERLINDE IDLER AND LUTZ GERDING

An indispensable guide for Steiner-Waldorf teachers  
— the most comprehensive of its kind available in English

•  Offers practical suggestions for teaching a range of activities 
with exercises to suit different ages and developmental stages

•  Includes more than 30 sample lessons for Classes 1—12 for 
inspiration and quick, easy reference

•  Recommends appropriate Bothmer Movement exercises for 
different classes

•  250 inspiring colour photographs illustrate a variety of activities

This invaluable resource provides both a wealth of practical ideas 
and a thoughtful consideration of physical education and movement 
that will give Steiner-Waldorf teachers confidence in preparing and 
delivering lessons.

Includes sample lessons, excercises to suit different developmental 
stages, essays from experienced teachers and advice on creating a 
unified learning experience.

Gerlinde Idler is a teacher and lecturer in Waldorf 
education specialising in Bothmer Movement and 
Spacial Dynamics®.

Lutz Gerding is currently a lecturer and coordinator 
for teacher training in China.

Explore our Education Catalogue

Visit our Waldorf Teachers’ Hub

New!

https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Gerlinde-Idler/Physical%2BEducation%2Band%2BMovement%2Bin%2BWaldorf%2BSchools/9781782507147
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You might also be interested in:

20 May 2021  |  £12.99  |  paperback  |  216 x 138 mm  |  144pp  |  978-178250-645-4

Bridges Between  
Life and Death

IRIS PAXINO

A thoughtful introduction to ways of understanding 
death and the afterlife

•  Introduces alternative ways of thinking about dying and the soul’s 
journey through the afterlife

•  A personal and moving book which explores different aspects of death — 
from fear of dying, to the meeting with Christ, to the effects of a purely 
materialistic worldview

•  Written by an experienced psychologist and professional counsellor with 
a unique perspective

“Invaluable, sensitive, gracious.”
new view on Approaching Death

“[An] informative and 
compassionate book ... full of 
practical information as well as 
human stories.”
the paradigm explorer  
on Approaching Death

Iris Paxino has a PhD on the subject of near-death 
experiences and runs a biographical counselling practice in 
Stuttgart, Germany. She lectures regularly on psychology 
and experiences of death.

How can we change the way we think about dying and death? Can we build 
a new relationship with loved ones who have passed?

Iris Paxino, psychologist and professional counsellor, describes the process of 
dying and the moment of death, as well as the many different experiences 
the soul has on its journey from one life to the next. These thoughtful 
insights offer readers a deeper understanding of death and the possibility of 
connecting with lost loved ones.

New!

https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Arie-Boogert/What%2BHappens%2BAfter%2BWe%2BDie/9781584209119
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Ren%2526eacute%253Be-Zeylmans/Approaching%2BDeath/9781782506034
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Iris-Paxino/Bridges%2BBetween%2BLife%2Band%2BDeath/9781782506454
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Also by Charles Kovacs:

15 April 2021  |  £12.99  |  paperback  |  8 colour illustrations  |  216 x 138 mm  |  128pp  |  978-178250-679-9

The Michael Letters of 
Rudolf Steiner

The Mission of Archangel Michael

CHARLES KOVACS

Provides a deeper understanding of Steiner’s letters on 
the Archangel Michael

•  Describes the history and ideas behind each of Rudolf Steiner’s fourteen 
letters on the Archangel Michael

•  A thought-provoking book, revealing how the Archangel Michael can 
help us overcome divisions of national identity today

•  Includes beautiful colour illustrations

Charles Kovacs (1907—2001) is the author of a highly 
respected series of books for Steiner-Waldorf teachers 
based on his extensive lesson notes, as well as books on 
religion and spirituality.

Explore all books by Charles Kovacs

This thoughtful analysis offers a deeper understanding of Steiner’s letters on 
the Archangel Michael and how he can help us to embrace a truly universal 
view of humanity. 

Charles Kovacs draws on his knowledge of Steiner’s work to provide a deeper 
understanding of the history and ideas that inform each letter and show the 
Archangel Michael as the great champion of human freedom in the modern 
age.

https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Charles-Kovacs/Christianity%2Band%2Bthe%2BAncient%2BMysteries/9781782504474
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Charles-Kovacs/Michael%2BLetters%2Bof%2BRudolf%2BSteiner/9781782506799
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https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Charles-Kovacs/Spiritual%2BBackground%2Bto%2BChristian%2BFestivals/9780863156014


Also part of the Karl König Archive:

20 May 2021  |  £14.99  |  paperback  |  216 x 138 mm  |  144pp  |  978-178250-719-2

Before Birth and Beyond Death
The Transformation of the Human Being

KARL KÖNIG

A remarkable and insightful book from the founder of 
the Camphill movement

•  A significant collection of lectures and essays by Karl König, inspired by 
Rudolf Steiner 

•  Argues that the greatest part of humankind exists beyond this earthly 
life, and highlights the importance of our connections with them

•  Suggests that by transforming our everyday thinking, we can connect 
with people across the threshold of death

•  A remarkable and insightful book which proposes that society can 
rediscover lost values through these connections

•  Volume 20 in the Karl König Archive

In this remarkable book, König suggests that we can create a bridge across the 
threshold of death, allowing essential communication between human beings in 
different states of consciousness and uniting humankind to the benefit of all. Karl König (1902-66) was well known as a physician, 

author and lecturer who founded the Camphill movement 
in Scotland. 

Explore the 
complete  
Karl König 

Archive 

More about Karl König

https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Karl-K%2526ouml%253Bnig/Stories%252C%2BPoems%2Band%2BMeditations/9781782506461
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Karl-K%2526ouml%253Bnig/Before%2BBirth%2Band%2BBeyond%2BDeath/9781782507192
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Karl-K%2526ouml%253Bnig/Before%2BBirth%2Band%2BBeyond%2BDeath/9781782507192
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You might also be interested in:

15 April 2021  |  £20.00  |  paperback  |  80 colour and 25 b/w photographs  |  240 x 208 mm  |  240pp  |  978-178250-669-0

Biodynamic Wine Growing
Understanding the Vine and Its Rhythms

EDITED BY JEAN-MICHEL FLORIN

A unique book of practical advice for wine growers and 
an exploration of Goethean theory in relation to vines 

•  Featuring case studies from around the world, this book is perfect for 
both current biodynamic growers and those considering converting

•  A beautiful book with deluxe paper and fully illustrated with colour 
photographs 

•  Wine growers are converting to biodynamic viniculture in record 
numbers, and some of the world’s best wines are now biodynamic

Jean-Michel Florin is the coordinator of the French biodynamic association and  
Head of Agriculture at the Goetheanum.

When  
Wine Tastes 
Best app!

Discover the best day to 
uncork your favourite bottle:

https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Britt-and-Per-Karlsson/Biodynamic%252C%2BOrganic%2Band%2BNatural%2BWinemaking/9781782501138
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Jean-Michel-Florin/Biodynamic%2BWine%2BGrowing/9781782506690
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Jean-Michel-Florin/Biodynamic%2BWine%2BGrowing/9781782506690
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Matthias-Thun/Biodynamic%2BBeekeeping/9781782506744
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Matthias-Thun/Maria%2BThun%2BBiodynamic%2BCalendar/9781782506546
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Ehrenfried-E.-Pfeiffer/Biodynamic%2BOrchard%2BBook/9781782500018
http://ow.ly/oCAJ50AlMoP
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/when-wine-tastes-best/id557902225%3Fmt%3D8%26uo%3D10
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/biodynamic-gardening-calendar/id1467356605


Astronomy enthusiasts will also enjoy:

13 May 2021  |  £14.99  |  paperback  |  colour illustrations  |  306 x 426 mm  |  32pp  |  978-178250-716-1

Stargazers’ Almanac 2022 
A Monthly Guide to the Stars and Planets

BOB MIZON

Explore the night skies with this beautifully illustrated 
monthly guide to the stars and planets

•  Track the planets, locate the Milky Way, recognise the constellations of 
the zodiac and watch meteor showers

•  Perfect for children and beginners — includes advice on how to navigate 
the night sky with or without a telescope

•  This large-format almanac has a loop and eyelet for easy wall hanging, 
and is presented in a sturdy cardboard gift envelope

•  Suitable for astronomy enthusiasts throughout the Northern 
Hemisphere’s temperate (non-tropical) latitudes

Bob Mizon, MBE, is co-ordinator of the Commission for Dark Skies 
and a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society, and provides 
mobile planetarium services to south central England.

“Children will appreciate this book 
for both its simplicity and depth,  
and so will more than a few adults.”
school library journal

“Superb.” 
the observatory magazine

Stargazers’ Almanac 2021 still available!

A great 
gift!

https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Bob-Mizon/Stargazers%2527%2BAlmanac%253A%2BA%2BMonthly%2BGuide%2Bto%2Bthe%2BStars%2Band%2BPlanets/9781782506423
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Bob-Mizon/Stargazers%2527%2BAlmanac%253A%2BA%2BMonthly%2BGuide%2Bto%2Bthe%2BStars%2Band%2BPlanets/9781782506423
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Walter-Kraul/Astronomy%2Bfor%2BYoung%2Band%2BOld/9781782500469
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Bob-Mizon/Stargazers%2527%2BAlmanac%253A%2BA%2BMonthly%2BGuide%2Bto%2Bthe%2BStars%2Band%2BPlanets/9781782506423


12 February 2020  |  £100.00  |  hardback  |  over 1500 colour photographs  |  234 x 165 mm  |  1327pp  |  978-0-932776-64-8  |  Adonis Press

Threefoldness in Humans 
and Mammals

Towards a Biology of Form

WOLFGANG SCHAD

A monumental and groundbreaking work on humans  
and mammals 

•  Evolutionary biologist Wolfgang Schad presents a lifetime of 
observation, research and meditation 

•  Establishes the basis for a systematic understanding of mammalian 
morphology

•  This expanded edition includes many new insights and chapters on 
additional animals, as well as on milk and mammalian embryology

•  Over 1500 photographs, drawings and diagrams illustrate the dynamic 
relationships between the various families, genera and species

•  This two-volume set is presented in a sturdy, handsome slipcase

New  
edition

Two  
volume  

set

“This is an exciting time in biology 
and we are fortunate to have this new 
expanded edition of Wolfgang Schad’s 
life’s work. There is enough between the 
covers of these two volumes to stimulate 
thought, research, and application by 
another generation or two.”
dr mark riegner, prescott college

You might also be interested in:

https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Wolfgang-Schad/Threefoldness%2Bin%2BHumans%2Band%2BMammals/9780932776648
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New Books from our Distributed Publishers

Click on a cover image to go to our 
website for more information

STEINER-WALDORF EDUCATION

HUMAN LIFE

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN

HOLISTIC HEALTH BIODYNAMICSMIND, BODY, SPIRIT

New  
edition

NATURAL WORLD
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Don’t miss our new books for children!

Browse our 
Children’s 

Books 
Catalogue 

Recent Favourites Click on a cover image to go to our  
website for more information
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